In a seminal paper published in 1966, John Howie characterised the elements of TX, the semigroup (under composition) of all total transformations of a set X into itself, which can be written as a product of idempotents in .Tx. We now initiate the study of the subsemigroup of &, the semigroup of all partial transformations of X, which is generated by the nilpotents of Px.
INTRODUCTION
In [S], Howie investigated the subsemigroup of TX generated by all the idempotents of TX. His work was later extended to Y' by Evseev and Podran [S, 61 (and independently for finite X by Sullivan [ 171) . Howie's result was generalised in a different direction by Kim [ 111, and it has also been considered in both a topological and a totally ordered setting (see [ 13, 151 for brief summaries of this latter work). The analogous idea for endomorphisms of a Boolean ring has been studied by Magi11 [12] , and that for linear transformations of a vector space by both Erdos [4] and Dawlings [2] (in the finite-dimensional case) and by Reynolds and Sullivan [ 141 (in the infinite-dimensional case). The notion has also been extended to bounded linear operators on a separable Hilbert space [3] . Besides all this work, Howie and others have explored various ramifications of the original result (see [9] , for example).
Since YX contains a zero, it contains nilpotents, and so it is natural to ask for a description of the subsemigroup of LF'~ generated by all the nilpotents of L+$; this idea is related to a problem raised by Schwarz in [16] . In Section 2, we consider the situation when X is finite: rather surprisingly this happens to be just as complex as the infinite case (considered in Section 3) and indeed the answer depends on whether X contains an even or an odd number of elements; Theorems 1,2, 3, and 4 supply the main results of the paper.
Naturally, we shall investigate each of the settings alluded to in the opening paragraph in a series of further papers. However, even more than this, our final results (Theorems 5 and 6) suggest that it may be interesting to study the role of nilpotents in arbitrary semigroups containing a zero; this has already been done for completely O-simple semigroups in [7] . 2 
. THE FINITE CASE
Terminology will be that of [l, IS]; we note in particular the now standard method of displaying non-zero CI E yX, the semigroup of all partial transformations of X, as A, C!= 0 A, . ..A. or il= -y, ( 1, x 1 . . . x r the former being used when X is infinite and the latter when X is finite, it being understood in both cases that ran LX= {x,: iEZ], dom c( = u (A,: iEZ}, and A,=x,u -' for each i E Z, where Z is an appropriate (finite or infinite) index set.
Any i E PX for which there exists m > 1 such that 1" = 0 is called a nilpotent of P.J'*; if 1"' = q , where I # 0 and ;1"' -' # D, we say il has index m. Following [l, Vol. 11, we call IX\ran LX\ the defect of a ~9~; in addition, for each CI E PX, we call X\dom a (or its cardinal) the gap in CI. Finally, YX shall denote the subsemigroup of yX generated by all the nilpotents of .YX.
Clearly, if /I is nilpotent then 1 has non-zero gap and non-zero defect: since dom c$ c dom LX and ran c$ G ran fl for all a, fl EP& any finite product of nilpotents must also have non-zero gap and non-zero defect. In this section we shall begin by showing that the converse is true when X is finite and contains an even number of elements; that is, for such X, any a E PX with non-zero gap belongs to sc;(. However, to achieve this goal we need some additional terminology from [ 193. We say CI E& is a k-chain ( To simplify the statement of the next Lemma, we now say a E& is an extended k-chain (k > 1) if c( is the disjoint union of a k-chain and an idempotent (the latter possibly being empty); the concept of an extended l-chain will play a fundamental role in our characterisation of u E 9x when /Xl is odd. LEMMA 2. Ez)ery a E $y with rank r d n -1 can be written as a product qf estended l-chains each of which has rank r.
ProoJ: We first suppose c( is a chain with length r < n -1 and put c( = [ 1, . ..) r + 11. The result is immediate when r = 1; when r = 2, note that (: :)=(: :>;(: :> and hence every extended 2-chain of rank r can be written as a product of precisely two extended l-chains each of which has rank I'. Now, if r = 2k, where k > 2, then for each i = 0, 1, . . . . k -1, we let ;1, = [r -2i -1. r -2i, r--i+ l] u ly,,), where and observe that CI = 1,. . . jlk _ 1. If r = 2k + 1, where k 2 1, then
where [2, 3, . . . . r + l] is a chain with even rank. From the case just considered, it is easy to see that a can be expressed in the desired format, in fact, using only transformations whose domain and range are contained in (1, . . . . r+ l}. M oreover, we may conclude that any chain with even (odd) rank can be written as a product of an even (odd) number of extended l-chains (this fact will be useful in subsequent work). We now assume CI = (aI, . . . . a,) u lV, where V is some subset of X disjoint with (a,, . . . . a,}. If s = 1, we apply Lemma 1 and the conclusion of the preceding paragraph to obtain the desired result. If s > 2 then CI = rcl .. . rr,, where each n,= (a,, a,)utzci, and Z(i)= Vu ( Proof. We first note that any idempotent with non-zero gap belongs to Yx. If a, E Ai for i = 1, . . . . r, and b$ U (Aj: i= 1, . . . . r>, where A,, . . . . A, are pairwise disjoint subsets of X, then Now suppose CI E .pX and write where a, E A i for i = 1, . . . . r. The result now follows from Lemma 2 and the following general equation. All letters appearing are assumed to be distinct; note that this is the only place where r < n -2 is used in the proof. We have already observed that in general if a E YX then a has non-zero gap. On the other hand, if CI ~9~ has non-zero gap and X is linite then rank CI < y1-1 (where n denotes /XI); hence, Lemma 2, 3, and 4 combine to produce: THEOREM 1. If X is finite and contains an even number of elements then CI E -W, if and only if CI has non-zero gap.
Before proceeding with the case when II is odd, we present three results of independent interest. The Corollary will be indirectly used in proving Theorem 2, but all three results are stated in greater generality than is necessary for the remaining task of this section (nonetheless they bear comparison with Theorem 3 in Section 3). If tl= [a,, . . . . a,, r] is a chain of length r, we call a, the initial point of CI and artI the terminalpoint of M; in what follows, when a chain E is displayed in some two-row configuration, we may write its initial point z as ,S to highlight where one should start reading a as a chain. If CI, /I E $, are disjoint, we say cx can be ~velded to fi if there exists chains 1, p such that M u p = 10 ,u. LEMMA 5. If CI E Sx is a disjoitzt union of even cycles and has rank <n -1, then a can be tvritten as a product of precisely t+vo chains with the same rank as a. where a,+ I = a,for~=3,5,...andI;,+, = b, for s = 3, 5, . . . . Clearly, 1 and p are chains with initial points 6, and z and terminal points I and b,, respectively, such that A 0 /A = (a,, . . . . a,) u (b,, . . . . b,). More generally, if ct is any disjoint union of even cycles TC~ for i = 1, . . . . s with rank a < II -1, choose -? $ dom x and then start a welding process by first welding 71, to x2, and then rrl u x2 to z3, . . . and so on, at each step using the method indicated above to split the next cycle into two chains whose terminal (initial) point can be identified with the initial (terminal) point of the two chains already constructed. LEMMA 6. If u E Yx is a disjoint union of two odd cycles whose orders diJl fer by at most 2 and if rank a < n -1, then u can be written as a prodwt OJ where Zr+, and 6, + I equal a, and b,, respectively, when I' = 2,4, . . . If s = I' + 2, we consider ai a2 a3 ...a, 61 b, b3
where now Ur+ 1 and br+ 3 equal a, and b,, respectively, when r = 2,4, . . . . From Lemmas 1,5, and 6 we readily obtain: COROLLARY 1. Any even permutation CI with rank <n -1 can be written as a product of precisely two chains with the same rank as a of, whenever its decomposition into disjoint cycles contains an odd cJ>cle, then all such cycles can be arranged so that no two consecutive ones have order differing by more than 2.
We now aim to consider the case when n is odd: the next sequence of Lemmas will eventually show that in this situation YX consists of all CI E .yY with non-zero gap and rank dn -2 together with all "even transformations" in YX with rank n -1. If p E &., we call p an even transformation if it is an even permutation of its domain, or a chain with even rank, or a disjoint union of an odd permutation and a chain with odd rank, or a disjoint union of any of the previous three types of transformation. It is important to note that for the purpose of this definition non-empty idempotents in YX are to be regarded as even permutations (as is customary when discussing Alt(X), for example). LEMMA 7. If CI E & is an even permutation with rank r d n -1 then CI can be written as a product of an even number of chains each with rank r.
Proof
In view of the above Corollary we need only consider the situation when a contains at least two arbitrary disjoint odd cycles, (a , , . . . . a,) and (6,) . . . . 6,) say, where r = 2p and s = 2q for some integers p, 4. However, note that (a 1, . . . . a,)=(a,, a,, a3)o(a1, a4, a510 ... o(al, a,-,, a,-,)o(a,, a,)
and so the result follows by a straightforward application of Corollary 1. LEMMA 8. If CI E JQ is a chain with even rank r then u can be written as a product of precisely two chains each with rank r. ProofI If r = 2k for some ka 2, we observe that the product of the chains A and ,u, where equals the chain [l, . . . . r + 11. LEMMA 9. If u E $x is a disjoint union of an odd permutation and a chain with odd rank, then u can be written as a product of an even number of chains each with the same rank as u.
ProoJ: Suppose c( = x u I, where rr is an odd permutation and i is a chain with odd rank. Then rc = c 0 (1,2), where 0 is some even permutation (to be regarded as the identity on { 1,2) when rr equals (1,2) alone). Thus, CI=(CTUL~)O~, where Y=domJ. and ~=(1,2)u/lurz for 2 = dom CT\ ( 1,2 >. In view of Lemmas 1 and 7, it will suffice to show that the disjoint union of a 2-cycle and a chain with odd rank can be written as a product of just two chains. However, this is apparent after forming the product L 3 ,LL of the two chains (we assume r 3 4 is even)
By combining Lemmas 7, 8, and 9 it is not too hard to see:
If CI E XX is an even transformation with rank r < II -1. then M is a product of an even number of chains each with rank r.
If r = AI ... A,, where each 1, is nilpotent and rank 0: = n -1, then each 2: E ~fV and has rank rz -1; thus, each 2, is a chain and, if n is odd, each AT has even rank. Hence, the task is to now prove a partial converse of Corollary 2, and for this we need: LEMMA 10. If a E yX has rank n -1, then a is even if and only if it is a product of an ever1 number of extended I-&aim.
ProoJ: By Corollary 2, every even transformation with rank n -1 is a product of an even number of chains each with rank n -1. If II is even, each chain has odd rank and (by a remark in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2) is the product of an odd number of extended l-chains; thus, CI is a product of an even number of extended l-chains as required. A similar argument when n is odd produces the same result.
Now suppose a~& has rankn-1 and that ~=1.,1.,...;1,,-,I,, is a product of an even number of extended l-chains i, ( 1 < i < 2s). Since ,? L /2? is either an idempotent or an extended 2-chain (and hence, in either case, equals an even transformation) we can establish an inductive procedure to show that M is even. In fact, it will suffice to assume that /I = A r . . . 1.2,, _ i, is even and A,, _, & is an extended 2-chain, ,u = [a, b, c] u 1 y say, and then show under these circumstances that a is even. However, before proceeding to do this, note that since CL = b 0 p has rank II -1, ran a must equal dom ii. and so c $ ran /I. Clearly, if p fixes both a and b, the result holds. As an abbreviation we now let d denote the decomposition of fl into disjoint cycles and chains; we commence our analysis with the situation in which d contains a cycle z = (x,, .~., x,) whose domain D intersects (a, b >. If a = x1 and b =x, then 7Top= [x,, x2, . ..) X,-l, c] u ix,); if r is odd then /?=/I 1 (dom b\D) is even and so p 0 ,u is also even, whereas if Y is even then D must contain an odd cycle or an odd chain (since p is even) and so /I 0 p is again even. We now suppose r>3 and {a,b)cD but a#.~, and bfx,. Then 710~ is the disjoint union of a p-cycle and a q-chain, where p + q = r. If r is odd then one ofp, q must be odd and the other even: whatever happens, 7~0~ is even (by definition) and so, as before, fi 0 p is even. If Y is even then both p, q are even or both are odd: in either event, ,!Z must be odd and so ~YI 0 p remains even. When a = xy say and /I fixes b, rc 0 p always equals a chain with length r + 1; namely, is even and so /?a~ is even, whereas if r is even then fl is odd and so /I 0 p = (rc 0 p) u (PO p) is still even. It should be kept in mind in the preceding discussion that dom /I may contain c; however, whenever this occurs, (/I 0 p) \ (rc 0 p), the relative complement inside Xx X, has the appropriate character (even or odd) to guarantee the result.
We now consider the possibility of {a, b} intersecting the range of a chain A in A, where A= [pi, . . . . x, + i 1. If a, b (in that order) equal any two elements of ran A, then A 0 p is a chain with rank r, and so /I 0 p remains even. If CI = 3cI, where t 3 2 and t is even, and if p fixes b, then c = -'cl (since rankcl=n-1) and
A~p= In this case, if r is even, the result is immediate; otherwise, if r is odd, A\ [A u (b)] must contain either an odd cycle or an odd chain. Thus, bop is even in this case also. If a = xI, where t > 3 and t is odd, and at the same time /3 fixes 6, then c = x1 and A 0~ is the disjoint union of an even permutation and an (r -2)-chain (the latter does not exist when r is even an t = r + 1). Once again, if r is even, the result is immediate, whereas if r is odd then A\ [A u (b)] must contain an appropriate cycle or chain ensuring that /?op is even.
To complete the proof we should now investigate the situation where A contains a cycle (~1,) . . . . ~1~) and a chain [zi, . . . . z4+ 1], and a = y, for some i while b = z, for some j, or vice versa. However, the argument is rather similar to that already presented, so we omit the details. THEOREM 2. If n is odd and a E Yx then a E 9" if and only if a has nonzero gap and either rank a < n -2 or a is an even transformation with rank n-1.
Proof. It only remains to show that if a E 2x and rank c( = n -1, where n is odd, then GI is an even transformation. However, in this case, if M. = 1, . . . 1, where Ai is nilpotent then each A, is a chain with even rank n -1. But, as observed in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2, each such chain can be written as a product of an even number of extended l-chains; hence, by Lemma 10, CI is even.
We close this section by illustrating some of the preceding results/ algorithms. For example, if n = 9 and a = (1,2, 3)(4, 5) [6, 7, 8, 9] then, by Theorem 2, CI can be written as a product of nilpotents: this can be achieved by first writing (1, 2, 3) u z y, where Y= (4, 5, 6, 7, 8) , as a product of two chains using the algorithm presented in the proof of Lemma 5 and then applying algorithms presented in the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 9 to find chains . In fact, we can do better: the algorithms given in the proofs of Lemmas 5 and 9 enable us to weld (1, 2, 3) to (4, 5)[6, 7, 8, 91 and hence CI is actually a product of just two chains; we conjecture that this is always possible when n is odd and r is an even transformation with rank n -1. Finally. observe that Theorem 2 implies (1, 2, 3)(4, 5)(6) [7, 8, 9] cannot be expressed as a product of nilpotents.
THE INFINITE CASE
We now suppose X is infinite and, where convenient, adopt the convention of [ 1, Vol. 2, p. 2411; namely, if c( E yX and we write we take it as understood that the subscript i belongs to some (unmentioned) index set 1 and that the abbreviation (b,) denotes (b,: FEZ).
Two preliminary results are required before the main result of this section can be stated: we thank Elke Wilkeit and Hans-J. Bandelt for pointing out a mistake in an early draft of this section. In what follows 1x1 will be infinite and always denoted by R: we shall refer to Jech [lo] for information on regular and singular cardinals. LEMMA 11. If A is a nilpotent in gx, then IX',,,XA( 3 cf(A) and either jX\dom AI > cf(R) or there exists a E ran /z such that jal-'l > cf(R).
Proqf: If rank A < cf(A) then IX\ran AI 2 cf(A). If in addition ldom II < cf(&) then IX\dom 11 B cf(R); however, if Jdom A( acf(R) then there must exist some a~ ran A such that laA-'l 3 cf(4) since otherwise dom il would be the disjoint union of sets Yi, ieZ (say), where 1 Yil <cf(A) and (II < cf(R), contradicting the fact that cf(A) is always regular (see [S, Lemma 3.51). Now suppose rank 1 B cf(R) and let m 2 2 be the least integer s such that rank A" < cf(R) ,< rank A'-' (such an integer exists since 1 is nilpotent). If Z= ran A"-' then IZJ Since cf(R) is regular, (Z n Y,l > cf(R) for some Jo I and so, if YjA = a, then lal-'l 2 cf(R) as required.
To show IX\ran A( acf(R) when rank 1 >cf(n) we first assume JX\dom I( &cf(l) and let ran A= (a,:p~P}. If Iran An (X\dom A)/ < cf(4) then ((X\ran A) n (X\dom A)1 3 cf(R) and the result follows. So. we also assume that Iran An (X\dom A)1 >cf(l) and let Q= (pEP:apEX\doml); note that IQ/ acf(d). We now put Y,=a,A-' for each p E P and observe that ap $ Y, for each p E P (since 1 is nilpotent). Hence, for each q E Q, we can choose xg E Yq so that (x,} n (u,} = El (here we use the convention introduced at the start of this section). If Iran An {x,}I <cf(R) then I(X\ranA)n (.x,}j 2cf(R) and the result follows. Thus we may suppose ran An (x,} = (a,.} where IRI acf(n) and for each TE R choose -xr E Y,.: if Iran An (xI>I < cf(A), the result follows, and if Iran ;1 n (x,.} / 2 cf(R), we repeat the argument. Clearly this process must stop (otherwise rank 1" 2 cf(A) for all n > 1) and when it does we obtain I X\ran II 3 cf(A).
Finally, we assume some Y,, Y, say, has cardinal bcf(A). The argument of the last paragraph can be applied verbatim with Yi taking the place of X\dom II, and after doing this the proof is complete.
For convenience we shall refer to each aa-' (or its cardinal), where aEran CI, as a sink of M E&. With this in mind, we have: If I(X\ran LX) n YJ < cf(4) then rank CI = Iran CI n YI = cf(R). In this event, we choose x $ dom CI and c, E Y n [(ran a)\~], together with a distinguished element y and a subset (di} of (X\ ran a)\ {x, zj such that JJ 6 {d,}. With this notation, the previous decomposition of c( remains valid.
Clearly as a consequence we obtain: Another way of viewing the above result is to say that if R is regular then 9?X consists of all c( E yy with rank 4, together with those CI ~9~ with rank a = def(cc) = 4 and either the gap or some sink of a is A. This follows from the fact that if rank CI < A and Cl= u, y,
where lY,la2 for each jeJ, then 4=l1l+lU Y,I+gap(olj. Before proceeding to consider the case when R is singular we note that in general if 1, E PX is nilpotent and injective then a simple adjustment to the proof of Lemma 11 shows that def(A) = 1x1 and gap(l)= (XI (the main variation occurs in the second paragraph of the proof: choose m to be the least integer s such that rank /I" < /XI = rank AS-'). Moreover, it is easy to show that if ,H~ (i= 1, 2) are nilpotents satisfying def(pj) = gap(p,) = 1x1 for i = 1,2 then the product ,ul ,uL? also possesses this property (the proof is similar to that of Lemma 12) . With this in mind, it is then not difficult to modify the proof of Theorem 3 to obtain: COROLLARY 4. If /XI = R 2 K, atzd LX E XX then c( is a product of nilpotents in YX if and only ifdef(a) =gap(cr) = 1x1. Moreover, in this case, a can be written as a product of three or fewer nilpotents, eaclz with irzdex at most 2.
We now turn to the problem of characterising the elements of 9x when 1x1 is singular. To indicate the extent to which this situation can differ from the case when 1x1 is regular , we suppose 1x1 = A is singular and write X= P u Q u R, where (PI = IQ1 = & and IR( =cf(&). Next, write Q = u A,, where lAil <k for each iE1 and 111 =cf(&), and put R= {rL}, P= {p,}, Q = (a,}. Then is a nilpotent with rank R whose gap and all sinks have cardinal ~1.
An important feature of the above example is that for each cardinal ri <rank i, there is some sink of d with cardinal >o. Whenever this occurs for NE PX, we shall say that CI is spread over its rank. Note that if CI is spread over its rank then the "collapse" (see [S] ) of a has cardinal arank CI but the converse is not in general true. Note also that if some sink of x has cardinal >rank CI then c( is automatically spread over its rank. LEMMA 13. If A is infinite and singular and I E Px is nilpotent with rank A= 'c > cf(n), then def(l) = 4 and either gap(A) > 2 or 2 is spread over 1.
Proof. Suppose rank 1." < t = rank jl"-I for nz 3 2 (such an integer exists since 1 is nilpotent). An argument similar to that in the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 11 then shows that gap(l) > k or 1 is spread over ,t; the only additional thing to observe is that if J={iELZnY,#O), where lJl<rand i=IZndom1,1= U {Zn Y,:jcJ} , then either /Z n Y,i 3 t for some jE J (in which case 2 is certainly spread over a) or IZn Y,I < ,z for each Jo J. Since this latter case can only occur when i is itself a singular cardinal, it follows that ;i is spread over 4. Clearly, if z <R then def(A) = R. We now use the information already obtained to prove that def(;l) = R when t = A.
If the gap or some sink of ;1 has cardinal 1 then an argument similar to that in the third and fourth paragraphs of the proof of Lemma 11 produces the desired result (just replace cf(R) throughout the previous argument).
We now define the morass of il to be the set M(l)= u (L-l: ItA--'/ >cf(R)j and note that IM(n)I =R: this is because R, being singular, is the sum of cf(R) cardinals R,>cf(R) and we can now assume 1 is spread over R. On the other hand, if gap(A,)=d<f= rank(A ,), we know from Lemma 13 that A, is spread over t. So, if t < t then A! has a sink Y = ~2;~ I with cardinal >,i and, as in the proof of Lemma 12, we can conclude that either gap(u) > 2 or some sink of c( has cardinal x (in which case r~ is certainly spread over 1). However, if z = t and JZ < B then i., has a sink Y= ~1;' with cardinal >fi. If every sink of A, with cardinal >p has its image under i, outside dom(A, ... A,,,) then gap(a) > 2 (otherwise we obtain a contradiction by considering a sink of i., with cardinal > max(gap(a), / j); the alternative is, of course, that some sink of A1 with cardinal ># has its image under ii inside dom(A, . . A,,,), in which case CI has a sink with cardinal >/z.
To simplify notation in the proof of our next result, we shall regard the index sets 1, J as the distinguishing feature of two disjoint sets {xc> and {.y, f : this will only be done in a context where no confusion is likely to occur. where ( Y,l > 2 for each Jo J and Ilu JI = z. If 2 is finite then either the gap or some sink of CI has cardinal >cf(l), and the result follows by Theorem 3.
Hence we suppose e 3 N,. If gap(a) 3 2, we consider two subcases: namely, when (X\,ran a) n (X\dom a) has cardinal 3 t or < 2. An argument similar to that in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3 then produces the required decomposition of c( (the only additional thing to observe is that when J(X\ran a) n (X\dom a)] < t then (ran CI n (X\dom a)1 24). Likewise, an argument similar to that in the other paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 3 gives the desired result when some sink Y of M has cardinal 3t (once again, the only thing to note is that if I(X\rana)n Yl</c then Iranan Y/at). So, to complete the proof, we suppose CI is spread over 1, but the gap and each sink of CI has cardinal ~2. In this event, IU Y,l = t and so 2 = A (since d=gap(a)+ IJI + IU I',l). and observe that the result follows as before.
As before (after Corollary 4) we note that an alternative way of expressing the above result is to say that if I& is singular then 9,y consists of ail IX E PX with rank <k. together with the c( E PX with rank z = def(a) = R and either gap(@) = R or 2 is spread over k.
Howie ended [IS] by using his main result to show that any semigroup can be embedded in an idempotent-generated regular semigroup. We now intend to prove a similar result regarding nilpotents.
When lx'/ is infinite and regular, the semigroup PX is regular (in the sense that for each a E 9x, there exists p E 9x with CI = z/3@). For, if r~ E LZX and gap(a) = IXI, put ran CI = (b,}, A, = b,~', and then choose a, E A, for each ill. Now define PE$~ by letting dom /? = (b;) and b,fi=a, for each i E I. Since def(x) = /XI we have gap(P) = IX/, and since X\dom x E X/ran /? we have def(/?j = 1x1; thus, by Corollary 4, b is a product of nilpotents in XX and clearly u = c&. When CI E 6c;i and some sink B of M has cardinal equal to 1x1, put Ba = a, {J,} = (ran %)'\a, C,= J~u-' and then choose c, E C, for each i E I. Now define /3 E & by letting dom p = au {c, ). and ab= a, y,p= c, for each in 1. Then as before gap(Pj = 1x1, while B\ a G X\,, ran fi implies def( fi) = IX\ ; another application of Corollary 4 leads us to conclude that p E LZX and of course a = X/%X. An entirely similar argument shows that when 1x1 is finite then .J& is also regular. For, if IX/ is even and LY E LPX then gap(a) # 0 and rank a d r? -1. Suppose ran TX = (h,, , 1 A,=b,a-'andchoosea,cA,foreach i= 1, . . . . r where rank cx = r f n -1. Then fl E PX defined by letting dom /? = (b, > and b,fi = a, satisfies gap@j # 0 and rank fl d IZ -1, Hence, by Theorem 1, BE 9X and we also have IX = itb~. On the other hand, if IX/ is odd and CI E TX has rank 0 -2 and non-zero gap then the fl just defined has rank <n -2 and non-zero gap, and so it belongs to L&. If x E L?~ is an even transformation with rank n -1 then a-l is also and we have x = cm -Ia, where E-I EL?~. THEOREM 5. Any (finite) semigroup cun be embedded in a (fmite! nilpotent-generated regular semigroup.
proof If s is a semigroup and (SI is infinite we let X= S' u Y, where S' is S with an identity adjoined and Y is a set, disjoint with S', such that (XI = / YI and IXJ is regular (if IS/ is regular, Y could be a copy of S that is disjoint with S; and if ISI is singular then Y could be a set disjoint with S and having cardinal equal to ISI +, the successor of IS]). Define p: S + px, a + pn, where dom p, = S' and xp, = XLI for all x E S'. Then X\dom pR = Y and X\ran p, 2 Yu 1. Thus, p embeds S into 64y.
When ISI is finite, we put X= S' u {JJ, z}, where y, 2 6 S' and define p as before. Since gap(p,) # 0 and rank ~,dn -2 where 1x1 =n 3 ISI + 2, p embeds S into 9X as required.
Finally, we remark that the subsemigroup of $r generated by the nilpotents of Xx is inverse and that the Preston-Vagner method of embedding any inverse semigroup into some yx can be easily adapted to show: THEOREM 6. Any inverse semigroup can be embedded in a nilpotentgenerated inoerse setnigroup.
